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ABSTRACT
Many software projects are configurable through compile-time op-
tions (e.g., using ./configure) and also through run-time options (e.g.,
command-line parameters, fed to the software at execution time).
Several works have shown how to predict the effect of run-time
options on performance. However it is yet to be studied how these
prediction models behave when the software is built with different
compile-time options. For instance, is the best run-time configu-
ration always the best w.r.t. the chosen compilation options? In
this paper, we investigate the effect of compile-time options on the
performance distributions of 4 software systems. There are cases
where the compiler layer effect is linear which is an opportunity
to generalize performance models or to tune and measure runtime
performance at lower cost. We also prove there can exist an inter-
play by exhibiting a case where compile-time options significantly
alter the performance distributions of a configurable system.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software product lines; Soft-
ware product lines; Software performance; •Computingmethod-
ologies →Machine learning.

1 INTRODUCTION
An ideal software system is expected to deliver the right function-
ality on time, using as few resources as possible, in every possible
circumstances whatever the hardware, the operating system, the
compiler, or the data fed as input. For fitting such a diversity of
needs, it is increasingly common that software comes in many
variants and is highly configurable through configuration options.

Numerous works have studied the effects of configuration op-
tions on performance. The outcome is a performance model that
can be used to predict the performance of any configuration, to find
an optimal configuration, or to identify, debug, and reason about in-
fluential options of a system [19, 23, 28, 29, 38–40, 44, 49, 53, 56, 63].

There are however numerous mechanisms to implement and de-
liver options: configuration files, command-line parameters, feature
toggles or flags, plugins, etc.A useful distinction to make is between
compile-time and run-time options. On the one hand, compile-time
options can be used to build a custom system that can then be
executed for a variety of usages. The widely used "./configure &&
make" is a prominent example for configuring a software project
at compile-time. On the other hand, run-time options are used to
parameterize the behavior of the system at load-time or during the
execution. For instance, users can set some values to command-line
arguments for choosing a specific algorithm or tuning the execu-
tion time based on the particularities of a given input to process.

Both compile-time and run-time options can be configured to reach
specific functional and performance goals.

Existing studies consider either compile-time or run-time op-
tions, but not both and the possible interplay between them. For in-
stance, all run-time configurations are measured using a unique ex-
ecutable of the system, typically compiled with the default compile-
time configuration (i.e., using ./configurewithout overriding compile-
time options’ values). Owing to the cost of measuring configura-
tions, this is perfectly understandable but it is also a threat to valid-
ity. In particular, we can question the generality of these models if
we change the compile-time options when building the software
system: Do compile-time options change the performance distribu-
tion of run-time configurations? If yes, to what extent? Is the best
run-time configuration always the best? Are the most influential
run-time options always the same whatever the compile-time op-
tions used? Can we reuse a prediction model whatever the build
has been? In short: (RQ1) Do compile-time options change the
performance distributions of configurable systems?

In this paper we investigate the effect of compile-time options
together with runtime options on the performance distributions
of 4 software systems. For each of these systems, we measure a
relevant performance metrics for a combination of 𝑛𝑏𝑐 compile
time options and 𝑛𝑏𝑟 run-time options (yielding 2𝑛𝑏𝑐+𝑛𝑏𝑟 possi-
ble configurations) over a number of different inputs. We show
that the compile-time options can alter the run-time performance
distributions of software systems, and that it is worth tuning the
compile-time options to improve their performances. We thus ad-
dress a second research question: (RQ2) How to tune software
performances at the compile-time level?

Our contributions are as follows :
• We construct a protocol and carry out an empirical study
investigating the effects of compile-time options on run-time
performances, for 4 software systems, various workloads,
and non-functional properties;

• We provide a Docker image, a dataset of measurements, as
well as analysis scripts1;

• We exhibit a case (namely nodeJS and its operation rate) for
which the compile-time options interact with the run-time
options. We also present and implement a simple case of
cross-layer tuning, providing a set of configuration options
(run-time & compile-time) improving the operation rate of
the default configuration of nodeJS.

Remainder. Section 2 discusses the motivation of this paper;
Section 3 presents the experimental protocol; Section 4 evaluates
and analyses the results w.r.t. this protocol; Section 5 discusses

1Companion repository; Zenodo data: https://zenodo.org/record/4706963; Docker:
https://hub.docker.com/r/anonymicse2021/splc21

https://github.com/llesoil/ctime_opt
https://zenodo.org/record/4706963
https://hub.docker.com/r/anonymicse2021/splc21
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the results, their limitations and future work; Section 6 describes
research works related to the topic of this paper; Section 7 details
the threats to validity; Section 8 concludes our paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Compile-time and run-time options
Many software systems are highly-configurable both at compile
time and at run time. For instance, the "./configure && make" is
widely used to build a custom system i.e., an executable binary.
Considering the x264 video encoder (see Figure 1), the compile-
time option –disable-asm can be used to disable "platform-specific
assembly optimizations". There are compile-time options to activate
the needed functionality (e.g., –disable-avs), to fit requirements
related to the hardware or operating system, etc. Some of these
options have a suggested impact on performance. For the same
subject system x264, it is also possible to use run-time options
such as me, mbtree and cabac with possible effects on the size
and encoding time. Run-time options are used to parameterize the
behavior of the system at load time or during the execution.

This paper investigates how compile-time options can affect software
performances and how compile-time options interact with run-time options.

Figure 1: Cross-layer variability of x264

Both compile-time and run-time options can be configured to
reach specific functional and performance goals. Beyond x264,
many projects propose these two kinds of options. A configuration
option, being compile-time or run-time, can take different possible
values. Boolean options have two possible values: "–activate" or
"–deactivate" are typical examples of Boolean compile-time options.
There are also numerical options with a range of integer or float
values. Options with string values also exist and the set of possible
values is usually predefined.

From a terminology point of view, we consider that a compile-
time (resp. run-time) configuration is an assignment of values to
compile-time options (resp. run-time options). It is possible to use
"./configure" without setting explicit values. In this case, default
values are assigned and form a default configuration. Similarly,
when x264 is called, default run-time options’ values are internally
used and constitute a default run-time configuration.

2.2 Performance prediction
Performance model. Given a software system with a set of run-

time configurations, a performance model maps each run-time
configuration to the performance of the system. A performance

model has many applications and use-cases [4, 19, 22–24, 28, 29, 38–
40, 44, 49, 53, 56, 60, 63, 65]: optimization (tuning) and finding of
the best configuration, specialization of the configuration space, un-
derstanding and debugging of the effects of configuration options,
verification (e.g., non-regression testing), etc. The performance of a
system, such as execution time, is usually measured using the same
compiled executable (binary). In our case, we consider that the
way the software is compiled is subject to variability; there
are two configuration spaces. Formally, given a software sys-
tem with a compile-time configuration space C and a run-time
configuration space R, a performance model is a black-box func-
tion 𝑓 : C × R → R that maps each run-time configuration 𝑟 ∈ R
to the performance of the system compiled with a compile-time
configuration 𝑐 ∈ C. The construction of a performance model con-
sists in running the system in a fixed compile-time setting 𝑐 ∈ C on
various configurations 𝑟 ∈ R, and record the resulting performance
values 𝑝 = 𝑓 (𝑐, 𝑟 ).

Learning performance models. Measuring all configurations of
a configurable system is the most obvious path to, for example,
find a well-suited configuration. It is however too costly or infea-
sible in practice. Machine-learning techniques address this issue
by measuring only a subset of configurations (known as sample)
and then using these configurations’ measurements to build a per-
formance model capable of predicting the performance of other
configurations (i.e., configurations not measured before). Research
work thus follow a "sampling, measuring, learning" process [19, 22–
24, 29, 38–40, 44, 49, 53, 60, 63, 65]. The training data for learning
a performance model of a system compiled with a configuration
𝑐 ∈ C is then 𝐷𝑐 = {(R#𝑖,P#𝑖) | 𝑖 ∈ J1 : 𝑛K} where 𝑛 is the number
of measurements. Statistical learning techniques, such as linear
regression [51], decision trees [48], or random forests [42], use this
training set to build prediction models.

Generalization and transfer. Performance prediction models pur-
sue the goal of generalizing beyond the training distribution. A first
degree of generalization is that the prediction model is accurate
for unmeasured and unobserved run-time configurations – it is the
focus of most of previous works. However, it is not sufficient since
the performance model may not generalize to the compile-time
configuration space. Considering Figure 1, one can question the
generalization of a performance prediction model learned
with a default compile-time configuration: will this model
transfer well when the software is compiled differently?

2.3 Research questions
The use of different compile-time configurations may change the
raw and absolute performance values, but it can also change the
overall distribution of configuration measurements. Given the vast
variety of possible compile-time configurations that may be consid-
ered and actually used in practice, the generalization of run-time
performance should be carefully studied. We aim to address two
main research questions, each coming with their hypothesis.

(RQ1) Do compile-time options change the performance
distributions of configurable systems? An hypothesis is that
two performance models 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 over two compile-time con-
figurations 𝑐1 ∈ C (resp. 𝑐2) are somehow related and close. In its
simplest form, there is a linear mapping: 𝑓1 = 𝛽× 𝑓2+𝛼 . In this case,
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System CS Commit Compile-time #C Runtime #R Inputs #I # Measurements Docker Performances P
nodeJS 78343bb 50 30 10 15000 Link operation rate (ops)
poppler 42dde68 15 16 10 2400 Link output size, time
x264 b86ae3c 50 201 8 80400 Link output size, time, fps, kbs
xz e7da44d 30 30 12 10800 Link output size, time

Table 1: Table of considered configurable systems (see Algorithm 1 for the notations)

the performance of the whole run-time configurations increases
or decreases; we aim to quantify this gain or lose. More complex
mappings can exist since the underlying performance distributions
differ. Such differences can impact the ranking of configurations
and the statistical influence of options on performance. Owing to
the cost of compiling and measuring configurations, we aim to char-
acterize what configuration knowledge generalizes and whether
the transfer of performance models is immediate or requires further
investment.

A follow up research question is: (RQ2) How to tune software
performances at the compile-time level? There are certainly
compile-time options with negative or positive impacts on per-
formance (e.g., debugging options). Hence an idea is to tune the
right compile-time options to eventually select optimal run-time
configurations. An hypothesis is that compile-time options interact
with run-time options, which can further challenges the tuning.
Depending on the relationship between performance distributions
(RQ1), the tuning strategy of compile-time options may differ.

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
To answer these research questions, we built the following ex-
perimental protocol. All the materials are freely available in the
companion repository.

3.1 Selecting the subject systems
The objects of this experiment are a set of software systems that
respect the following criteria: 1. The system must be open-source,
so we can download the source code, compile and execute it; 2. The
systemmust provide at least 5 compile- and run-time options; 3. Ide-
ally, the software system should have been considered by research
papers on software variability. The selected software systems must
cover various application domains to make our conclusions gener-
alizable. As a baseline for searching for software systems, we used:
1/ research papers on performance and/or variability; 2/ the website
openbenchmarking2 that conducts a large panel of benchmarks on
open-source software systems; 3/ our own knowledge in popular
open-source projects.
We selected 4 open-source software systems listed in Table 1.
In addition, we have made sure that the software processes input
data I (e.g., a performance test suite), so we can experiment the
options in different and realistic scenarios.

3.1.1 nodeJS. nodeJS3 is a widely-used JavaScript execution en-
vironment (78k stars on Github) [9, 10, 21]. Inputs I. We execute
different JavaScript programs extracted from the nodeJS bench-
mark test suite. Configurations C and R.We manually selected
2openbenchmarking.org
3https://nodejs.org/en/

compile-time options (e.g., v8-lite-mode or enable-lto) that could
change the way the executable behaves. We also selected run-time
options that were supposed to impact the performances according to
the documentation4, like jitless or node-memory-debug. Additionally,
we added experimental features (e.g., experimental-wasm-modules
or experimental-vm-modules). Performances P. We measured the
rate of operations (measured in operations per seconds) performed
by the selected test suite.

3.1.2 poppler. poppler5 is a library for rendering PDF files [27,
34]. We focus on the poppler tool pdfimages that extracts images
from PDF files6. Inputs I.We tested pdfimages on a series of ten
PDF files containing ten books on computer science. These books
also have different: number of pages; illustration-text ratio; image
resolutions; numbers of images; sizes (from 0.8MB to 40.3MB).
Configurations C and R.We selected the compile-time options
that select the compression algorithm to be used at run time (e.g.,
libjpeg vs openjpeg): those different compression algorithms may
be sensitive to the selected run-time options. The run-time options
we selected are related to compression formats to maximize the
potential variation impacts on performance. Performances P.We
systematically measured: the user time; the time needed to extract
the pictures (with the tool time) in seconds; the size of the output
pictures, in bytes.

3.1.3 x264. x2647 (version 0.161.3048) is a video encoder that uses
the H264 format [1, 35]. Inputs I. As input data, we selected eight
videos extracted from the Youtube UGC Dataset [68], having dif-
ferent categories (Animation video, Gaming video, etc.), different
resolutions (e.g., 360p, 420p) and different sizes. This dataset is
intended for the study of the performances of compression soft-
ware, which is adapted to our case. Configurations C and R. For
x264, we selected compile-time options related to performance
(e.g., enable-asm) or to libraries related to hardware capacities (e.g.,
disable-opencl). Those compile-time options may interact with run-
time options, linked to the different stages of video compression.
Performances P.Wemeasured five different non-functional prop-
erties of x264: the time needed to encode the video (with time);
the size (in bytes) of the encoded video; the bitrate (in bytes per
second); the number of frames encoded per seconds.

3.1.4 xz. xz8 (version 5.3.1alpha) is a data compression tool that
uses the xz and lzma formats [6, 7, 37]. Inputs I. As input data we
use the Silesia corpus [12], that provides different types of file (e.g.,

4https://nodejs.org/api/cli.html
5https://poppler.freedesktop.org
6https://manpages.debian.org/testing/poppler-utils/pdfimages.1.en.html
7https://www.videolan.org/developers/x264.html
8https://tukaani.org/xz/

https://github.com/nodejs/node
https://hub.docker.com/r/anonymicse2021/compile_nodejs
https://github.com/freedesktop/poppler
https://hub.docker.com/r/anonymicse2021/compile_poppler
https://github.com/mirror/x264
https://hub.docker.com/r/anonymicse2021/compile_x264
https://git.tukaani.org/
https://hub.docker.com/r/anonymicse2021/compile_xz
openbenchmarking.org
https://nodejs.org/en/
https://nodejs.org/api/cli.html
https://poppler.freedesktop.org
https://manpages.debian.org/testing/poppler-utils/pdfimages.1.en.html
https://www.videolan.org/developers/x264.html
https://tukaani.org/xz/
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binary files, text files) with various sizes w.r.t. memory. Configu-
rations C and R.We manually selected compile-time options that
can slow down the execution of the program (e.g., disable-threads
or enable-debug), to state whether these options interact with run-
time options. We selected specific run-time options related to the
compression level, the format of the compression (e.g., xz or lzma),
and the hardware capabilities (e.g., -memory=50 %). Performances
P. Like with poppler, we measured the time needed to compress
the file (in seconds) and the size of the encoded files (in bytes).

3.2 Measuring performances
3.2.1 Protocol. For each of these systems we measured their per-
formances by applying the protocol detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 - Measuring performances of the chosen systems
1: Input S a configurable system
2: Input C compile-time configurations
3: Input R run-time configurations
4: Input I system inputs
5: // The inputs choices for each system are listed in Table 1
6: Init P performance measurements of S
7: Download the source code of S
8: for each compile-time configuration 𝑐 ∈ C do
9: Compile source code of S with 𝑐 arguments
10: for each input 𝑖 ∈ I do
11: for each run-time configuration 𝑟 ∈ R do
12: Execute the compiled code with 𝑟 on the input 𝑖
13: Assign P[𝑐, 𝑟, 𝑖] the performance of the execution
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for
17: Output 𝑃

Lines 1-4. First, we define the different inputs fed to the al-
gorithm, the first one being the configurable system S we study.
Then, we provide a set of compile-time configurations C, as well
as a set of run-time configurations R related to the configurable
system S. Finally, we consider a set of input data I, processed
by the configurable system S. Lines 5-6. Then, we initialize the
matrix of performances 𝑃 . Line 7.We download the source code of
S (via the command line ’git clone’), w.r.t. the link and the commits
referenced in Table 1. We keep the same version of the system
for all our experiments. If needed, we ran the scripts (e.g., auto-
gen.sh for xz) generating the compilation files, thus enabling the
manual configuration of the compilation. Lines 8-16. We apply
the following process to all the compile-time configurations of C:
based on a compile-time configuration 𝑐 , we compile the software
S (de-)activating the set of options of 𝑐 . Then, we measured the
performances of the compiled 𝑆 when executing it on all inputs
of I with the different run-time configurations of R. Line 17.We
store the results in the matrix of performances P (in CSV files). We
then use these measurements to generate the results for answering
the research questions (see Section 4).
3.2.2 Replication. To allow researchers to easily reproduce our
experiments, we provide docker containers for each configurable
system. The links are listed in Table 1 in the "Docker" column.

3.2.3 Hardware. To avoid introducing a bias in the experiment, we
measure all performances sequentially on the same server (model
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU D-1520 @ 2.20GHz, running Ubuntu 20.04
LTS). This server was dedicated to this task, so we can ensure there
is no interaction with any other processes running at the same time.

3.3 Analyzing run-time performances
We split RQ1. Do compile-time options change the perfor-
mance distributions of configurable systems? into two sub-
questions.

RQ1.1. Do the run-time performances of configurable sys-
tems vary with compile-time options? A first goal of this paper
is to determine whether the compile-time options affect the run-
time performances of configurable systems. To do so, we compute
and analyze the distribution of all the different compile-time con-
figurations for each run-time execution of the software system (i.e.,
given a input 𝑖 and a run-time configuration 𝑟 , the distribution of
P[𝑐, 𝑟, 𝑖] for all the compile-time configurations 𝑐 of S). All else
being equal, if the compile-time options have no influence over
the different executions of the system, these distributions should
keep similar values. In other words, the bigger the variation of
these distributions, the greater the effect of the compile-time op-
tions on run-time performances. To visualize these variations, we
first display the boxplots of several run-time performances and few
systems in Figure 2. Note that for x264 (Figures 2a and 2c), only
an excerpt of 30 configurations is depicted. We then comment the
values of the InterQuartile Range (i.e., IQR, the difference between
the third and the first quartile of a distribution) for each couple
of system S and performance P. In order to state whether these
variations are consistent across compile-time configurations, we
then apply Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [52] (significance level of
0.05) to distributions of run-time performances, and report on the
performance leading to significant differences. This test is suited
to our case since our performance distributions are quantitative,
paired, not normally distributed and have unequal variances.

RQ1.2. Howmanyperformance canwe gain/losewhen chang-
ing the default compile-time configuration? As an outcome of
RQ1.1, we isolate a few couples (system, performance) for which
the way we compile the system significantly changes its run-time
performances. But how much performance can we expect to gain
or lose when switching the default configuration (i.e., the compila-
tion processed without argument, with the simple command line
./configure) to another fancy configuration? In other words, RQ1.2
states if it is worth changing the default compile-time configura-
tion in terms of run-time performances. Moreover, RQ1.2 tries to
estimate the benefit of manually tuning the compile-time options
to increase software performances. To quantify this gain (or loss),
we compute the ratios between the run-time performances of each
compile-time configuration and the run-time performances of the
default compile-time configuration. A ratio of 1 for a compile-time
option suggests that the run-time performances of this compile-
time option are always equals to the run-time performances of the
default compile-time configuration. Intuitively, if the ratio is close
to 1, the effect of compile-time options is not important. An average
performance ratio of 2 corresponds to a compile-time option whose
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run-time performances are in average twice the default compile-
time option’s performances. Section 4 details the average values
and the standard deviations of these ratios for each input (row) and
each couple of system and performance (column) kept in RQ1.1. We
add the standard deviation of run-time performance distributions
to estimate the overall variations of run-time performances due to
the change of compile-time options.

To complete this analysis, and as an extreme case, we also com-
puted the best ratio values in Section 4. By best ratio, we refer to
the minimal ratio for the time (e.g., reduction of encoding time for
x264 or the compression time for xz) and the maximal ratio for the
operation rate (i.e., increase of the number of operation executed
per second for nodeJS) and the number of encoded fps (x264). As
for Section 4, the best ratios are displayed for each input.

3.4 Studying the interplay of compile- and
run-time options

RQ1 highlights few systems and performances for which we can
increase the performances by tuning their compile-time options.
Now, how to achieve this tuning process, and choose the right val-
ues to tune the performances of a software system is a problem
to address. In short: RQ2. How to tune software performances
at the compile-time level? Again, we split this question into
two parts. RQ2.1. Do compile-time options interact with the
run-time options? Before tuning the software, we have to deeply
understand how the different levels (here the run-time level and the
compile-time level) interact with each other. The protocol of RQ1
states whether the compile-time options change the performances,
but the compilation could just change the scale of the distribution,
i.e.,without really interactingwith the run-time options. To discover
such interactions, we compute the Spearman correlations [26] be-
tween the run-time performance distributions of software systems
compiled with different configurations. The Spearman correlation
allows us to measure if the way we compile the system change the
rankings of the run-time performances. All else being equal, find-
ing that two performance distributions, having the same run-time
configurations but different compile-time configurations, are uncor-
related proves the existence of an interplay between the compile-
and the run-time options. We depict a correlogram in Figure 3a.
Each square(𝑖, 𝑗) represents the Spearman correlation between the
run-time performances of the compile-time configurations C#i and
C#j. The color of this square respects the top-left scale: high posi-
tive correlations are red; low in white; negative in blue. Because
we cannot describe each correlation individually, we added a table
describing the distribution of the correlations (diagonal excluded).
We apply the Evans rule [13] when interpreting these correlations.
In absolute value, we refer to correlations by the following labels;
very low: 0-0.19, low: 0.2-0.39, moderate: 0.4-0.59, strong: 0.6-0.79,
very strong: 0.8-1.00.

To complete this analysis, we train a Random Forest Regres-
sor [42] on our measurements so it predicts the operation rate of
nodeJS for a given input I. We fed this ensemble of trees with
all the configuration options i.e., all the compile-time options C
and the run-time options R related to the performances P are
used as predicting variables in this model. We then report the fea-
ture importances [8, 36, 43] for the different options (run-time or

compile-time) in Figure 3b. Intuitively, a feature is important if
shuffling its values increases the prediction error. Note that each
Random Forest only predicts the performances P for a given input
I. The idea of this graph is to show the relative importances of the
compile-time options, compared to the run-time options.

RQ2.2. How to use these interactions to find a set of good
compile-time options and tune the configurable system? RQ2.1.
exhibits interactions between the compile-time options and the run-
time options. Now, the goal is to be able to use these interactions
to find a good configuration in order to optimize the performances.
As in RQ2.1., we used a Random Forest Regressor [42] to predict
the operation rate of nodeJS. For this research question, we split
our dataset of measurements in two parts, one training part and
one test part. The goal is then to use the Random Forest Regres-
sor to predict the performance of the configurations of the test
set, and then keep the one leading to the best performances. In
order to estimate how many measurements we need to predict a
good configuration, we vary the training size (with 1 %, 5 % and
10 % of the data). We also compute the best configuration of our
dataset, that would be predicted by an oracle. We then compare the
obtained configuration with the default configuration of nodeJS
(i.e., the mostly used command-line, without argument, using a
compiled version of nodeJSwithout argument). We plot the perfor-
mance ratios between the predicted configuration and the default
configuration of node for each input in Section 4. A performance
ratio of 1.5 suggests that we found a configuration increasing the
performance of default configuration by 1.5 − 1 =50 %.

4 EVALUATION
Let us answer RQ1.1. Do the run-time performances of config-
urable systems vary with compile-time options? by distinguish-
ing performance properties.

First, the size is an extreme case of a stable performance that does
not vary at all with the different compile-time options. As shown
for the size of the encoded sports video in Figure 2a (boxplots), it
stays the same for all compile-time configurations, leading to an
average IQR of 2.3kB, negligible in comparison to the average size
(3.02MB). This conclusion applies for all the sizes we measured
over the 4; the size of the compressed file for xz (e.g., 2.6B of IQR for
I#8 having an average size of 2.85MB) and the size of the image
folder for poppler (e.g., IQR = 16B, avg = 2.36MB for I#2). For the
size of x264, 46 % of the Wilcoxon tests do not compute because the
run-time distributions were equals (i.e., same values for all sizes).

The variation of the time depends on the considered system.
Overall, for the execution time of poppler, it is stable (e.g., 29ms,
for a execution of 2.6 s). For xz, and as depicted in Figure 2b, it seems
to also depend on the run-time configurations. For instance, the
distribution of the first run-time configuration (i.e., R#1) executed
on I#5 has an IQR of 40ms but this number increases to 0.37 s
for the distribution of R#9. For the encoding time of x264 and
the I#4, we can draw the same conclusion ; suddenly, for a given
run-time configuration (e.g., from R#102 to R#103) the execution
times increases not only in average (from 0.9 s to 133 s), but also in
terms of variations w.r.t. the compile-time options (IQR from 1.0 s
to 223 s). Since the number of frames for a given video is fixed, these
conclusion are also valid for the number of encoded fps (x264).
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(a) x264, I#8 (sports video), size (b) xz, I#5 (reymont file), compression time

(c) x264, I#4 (lyric video), encoding time (d) nodeJS, I#3 (fs script), operation rate

Figure 2: Boxplots of runtime performance distributions for different compile-time configurations. Each boxplot (S, I, P) is
related to a system S, an input I and a performance P.

For the number of operations executed per second (nodeJS), the
IQR values of performance distribution are high : e.g., for I#3 as
shown in Figure 2d in average 19 per second, for an average of
83 operations per second. However, unlike x264, these variations
are quite stable across the different run-time configurations. A
Wilcoxon test confirms a significant difference between run-time
distributions of C#1 and C#11 (𝑝 = 4.28 ∗ 10−6) or C#4 and C#7
(𝑝 = 1.24 ∗ 10−5).

Key findings for RQ1.1. The sizes of software systems do not
depend on the compile-time options for our 3 cases. However, other
performance properties such as the time or the number of opera-
tions per second can vary with different compile-time options.

RQ1.2. Howmanyperformance canwe gain/losewhen chang-
ing the default compile-time configuration?

As a follow-up of RQ1.1., we computed the gain/lose ratios for the
sizes of poppler, x264, xz. They are all around 1.00 in average, and
less than 0.01 in terms of standard deviations, whatever the input
is. The same applies with poppler or with xz and their execution
times, as shown in Section 4. There are few variations, less than
3 % for the standard deviation of all inputs for poppler. For xz
and time, we can observe the same trend. But we can observe
an input sensitivity effect: for some inputs, like I#2 or I#11, the
performances vary in comparison to the default one (stds at 0.48
and 0.23). Maybe the combination of an input and a compile-time
option can alter the software performances.

Overall, there is room for improvement when changing the de-
fault compile-time options. For an example, with the operation
rate of nodeJS, the average performance ratio is under 1 (e.g., 0.86
for I#3, 0.8 for I#1 and I#10). Compared to the default compile-
time configuration of nodeJS, our choices of compilation options
decrease the performances, by about 20 %. Besides, the standard
variations are relatively high : we can expect the run-time perfor-
mance ratios to vary from 41 % between different compile-time
options for I#5, or 11 % for I#4. So it can be worse than losing
only 20 % of operation per second. However, for I#8, there exists
a run-time configuration for which we can double (i.e., multiply
by 2.28) the number of operation per second) just by changing the
compile-time options of nodeJS. We can draw the same conclusions
for the execution time of x264: our compile-time configurations are
not effective : it takes more than three times as long as the default
configuration for all the inputs. But in this case, the best we can
get is a decrease of 10 % of the execution time, which will not have
a great impact on the overall performances. We can formulate an
hypothesis with Figure 2c to explain these bad results: maybe few
run-time configurations (e.g., R#103 to R#109) take a lot of time to
execute, thus increasing the overall average of performance ratios.
Here, it would be an interaction between the run-time options and
the compile-time options.

Key findings for RQ1.2. Depending on the performance we
consider, it is worth to change the compile-time options or not.
For nodeJS, it can increase the operation rate up to 128 % when
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S nodeJS poppler x264 xz

P ops time fps time time
I#1 0.8 ± 0.34 1.0 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.4 3.33 ± 2.4 1.01 ± 0.03
I#2 0.79 ± 0.36 1.0 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.39 3.5 ± 2.53 1.16 ± 0.48
I#3 0.86 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 2.57 1.11 ± 0.32
I#4 1.01 ± 0.11 1.0 ± 0.01 0.6 ± 0.39 3.26 ± 2.37 1.01 ± 0.02
I#5 0.73 ± 0.41 1.0 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.4 3.53 ± 2.62 1.02 ± 0.03
I#6 1.05 ± 0.21 1.0 ± 0.02 0.6 ± 0.4 3.35 ± 2.49 1.01 ± 0.02
I#7 0.98 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.07 0.58 ± 0.4 3.75 ± 2.8 1.01 ± 0.03
I#8 0.84 ± 0.38 1.0 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.39 3.32 ± 2.37 1.01 ± 0.03
I#9 1.01 ± 0.02 1.0 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02
I#10 0.8 ± 0.34 0.99 ± 0.03 1.04 ± 0.11
I#11 1.08 ± 0.23
I#12 1.02 ± 0.04

(a) Average ± standard deviation

S nodeJS poppler x264 xz

P ops time fps time time
I#1 1.06 0.95 1.12 0.94 0.95
I#2 1.08 0.98 1.14 0.93 0.98
I#3 1.48 0.98 1.12 0.95 0.97
I#4 1.68 0.97 1.27 0.83 0.96
I#5 1.18 0.97 1.1 0.94 0.96
I#6 2.3 0.95 1.68 0.51 0.97
I#7 1.01 0.84 1.35 0.94 0.94
I#8 2.28 0.97 1.12 0.93 0.97
I#9 1.04 0.95 0.97
I#10 1.09 0.92 0.97
I#11 0.97
I#12 0.91

(b) Best (min for time, max for ops & fps)
Table 2: Table of run-time performance ratios (compile-time option/default) per input. An average performance ratio of 1.4
suggests that the run-time performances of a compile-time option are in average 1.4 times greater than the run-time perfor-
mance of the default compile-time configuration.

changing the default configuration. For x264, we can gain about
10 % of execution time with the tuning of compile-time options.

RQ1. Do compile-time options change the perfor-
mance distributions of configurable systems? Proper-
ties like size are extremely stablewhen changing the compile-
time options. Performance models predicting the sizes can
be generalized over different compile-time configurations.
However, we found other performances, like the operation
rate for nodeJS, or the execution time for x264, that are
sensitive to compile-time options. It is worth to tune the
compile-time options to optimize these performances.

RQ2.1. Do compile-time options interact with the run-time
options?

For x264 and xz, there are few differences between the run-time
distributions. As an illustration of this claim, for all the execution
time distributions of x264, and all the input videos, the worst corre-
lation is greater than 0.97 (>0.999 for x264 and encoded size, 0.55
for xz and time). This result proves that, if the compile-time options
of these systems change the scale of the distribution, they do not
change the rankings of run-time configurations (i.e., they do not
truly interact with the run-time options).

Then, we study the rankings of the run-time operation rate for
nodeJS for different compile-time configurations, and details the
Figure 3a. The first results are also positive. There is a large amount
of compile-time configurations (top-left part of the correlogram)
for which the run-time performances are moderately, strongly or
even very strongly correlated. For instance, the compile-time op-
tion C#16 is very strongly (0.91) correlated with C#24 in terms
of run-time performances. Similarly, compile-time options C#40
and C#23 are strongly correlated (0.73). There are less favorable
cases when looking at the middle and right parts of the correlogram.
For an example, C#27 and C#13 are uncorrelated (i.e., a very low
correlation of 0.01). Worse, switching from compile-time option
C#8 to C#29 changes the rankings to such an extent that their run-
time performances are negatively correlated (−0.35). In between,
poppler’s performance distributions are overall not sensitive to

the change of compile-time options, except for the input I#3 (for
which the correlations can be negative).

To complete this analysis, we discuss Figure 3b. The feature
importances for predicting the operation rate of nodeJS for I#3
are distributed among the different options, both the run-time and
compile-time options. If it does not prove any interaction, it sig-
nifies that to efficiently predict the operation, the algorithm has
to somehow combine the different levels of options. For the input
I#10, it is a bit different, since the only influential run-time option
(i.e., the one that has a great importance) is jitless. When looking at
a decision tree (see additional results in the companion repository),
the first split of the tree uses in fact this run-time option jitless,
and then split the other branches with the compile-time options
–v8-lite-mode and –fully-static.

Key findings for RQ2.1. xz, poppler and x264’s performances
rankings are not sensitive to the change of compile-time options.
On the other hand, nodeJS’s performances changes at run time
with different the compile-options, i.e., nodeJS run-time options
interact with nodeJS’s compile-time options.

Training Size
Inputs 0.01 0.05 0.1 Oracle
I#1 0.94 1.039 1.045 1.06
I#2 1.051 1.086 1.085 1.099
I#3 1.167 1.37 1.386 1.505
I#4 1.123 1.226 1.232 1.251
I#5 0.96 1.004 1.005 1.007
I#6 1.005 1.069 1.09 1.104
I#7 0.986 0.987 0.987 0.988
I#8 1.035 1.047 1.05 1.054
I#9 1.034 1.037 1.038 1.039
I#10 1.003 1.021 1.021 1.044

Table 3: Performance ratios between the best predicted con-
figuration and the default configuration for nodeJS and the
operation rate, for different training sizes and inputs

RQ2.2. How to use these interactions to find a set of good
compile-time options and tune the configurable system?
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(a) Correlogram (Spearman) of the same run-time performance dis-
tributions for different compile-time configurations for I#10

(b) Random forest importances (top I#3, bottom I#10) for predict-
ing P - both compile- C (red) and run-time R (green) optionsmatter

Figure 3: Illustration of the interplay between the runtime and the compile-time configurations (S = nodeJS, P=operation rate)
Our results on x264, xz, and poppler show that their perfor-

mance distributions are remarkably stable whatever their compile-
time options. That is, interactions between the two kinds of options
are easy to manage. This is a very good news for all approaches that
try to build performance models using machine learning: if 𝑛𝑏𝑐 and
𝑛𝑏𝑟 are the number of boolean options present in R and C, it makes
it possible to reduce the learning space to something proportional
to 2𝑛𝑏𝑐 + 2𝑛𝑏𝑟 instead of 2𝑛𝑏𝑐+𝑛𝑏𝑟 = 2𝑛𝑏𝑐 × 2𝑛𝑏𝑟 . There are three
practical opportunities (that apply to x264, xz, and poppler):
Reuse of configuration knowledge: transfer learning of predic-
tion models boils down to apply a linear transformation among
distributions. Users can also trust the documentation of run-time
options, consistent whatever the compile-time configuration is.
Tuning at lower cost: finding the best compile-time configura-
tion among all the possible ones allows one to immediately find
the best configuration at run time. It is no longer necessary to mea-
sure many configurations at run time: the best one is transferred
because of the linear relationship between compile-time configu-
ration. Finding the best compile-time configuration is like solving
a one-dimensional optimization problem: we simply compare the
performances of a compilation operating on a fixed set of run-time
configurations. Intuitively, it is enough to determine whether a
compilation improves the performance of a limited set of run-time
configurations. Theoretically, it is possible to compare the compila-
tions’ performance on a single run-time configuration. In practice,
we expect to measure 𝑟 ′ run-time configurations with 𝑟 ′ ≪ 2𝑛𝑏𝑟

Measuring at lower cost: a common practice to measure run-
time configurations is to use a default compile-time configuration.
However, RQ1 results showed that it is possible to accelerate the
execution time and thus drastically reduce the computational cost
of measurements. That is, instead of using a default ./configure,
we can use a compile-time configuration that is optimal w.r.t. cost.
Then, owing to the results of RQ2.1, the measurements will transfer
to any compile-time configuration and are representative of the
run-time configuration space. The minimisation of the time is an
example of a cost criteria; other properties such as memory or
energy consumption can well be considered. It is even possible to
use two compile-time configurations and executable binaries: (1) a
first one to measure at lower cost and gather training samples; (2)
a second one that is optimal for tuning a performance.

However, for nodeJS, it requires additional (as shown in Sec-
tion 4). If we had access to an oracle, we could search for the best
configuration of our dataset (in terms of performance), and replace
the default configuration by this one. Depending on the input script,
it will improve (or not) the performances. For instance, with the
input I#2, we can expect to gain about 10 % of performance, while
for I#9 and I#10, it would be only 4 %. The worst case is without
contest I#7, for which we lose about 1 % of operation rate. But for
inputs I#3 and I#4, it increases the performances by respectively
50 % and 25 %. We see these cases as proofs of concept; we can use
the variability induced by the compile-time options to increase the
overall performances of the default configuration. And if we do
not have much data, it is possible to learn from it: with only 1 % of
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the measurements, we can expect to gain 16 % of performance on
I#3. It steps up to 1.37 % for 5 % of the measurements used in the
training. The same applies for the input I#4 : 12 % of gain for 1 %
of the measurements and 23 % for 5 %.

Key findings for RQ2.2. We can use the interactions between
the compile-time and the run-time options to increase the default
configuration’s operation rate of nodeJS (up to 50 % for I#3).

RQ2. How to tune software performances at the
compile-time level? Two types of systems are emerging:
if the run-time options of a software system are not sensitive
to compile-time options (e.g., for x264, xz, and most of the
time poppler), there is an opportunity to tune "once and for
all" the compilation layer for both improving the runtime
performances and reducing the cost of measuring. However,
for nodeJS and one specific input of poppler, we found in-
teractions between the run-time and compile-time options,
changing the rankings of their run-time performances dis-
tributions. We prove we can overcome this problem with a
simple performance model using these interactions to out-
perform the default configuration of nodeJS.

5 DISCUSSION
Impacts for practitioners and researchers. For the benefit of
software variability practitioners and researchers, we give an esti-
mate of the potential impact of tuning software during compilation.
We also provide hints to choose the right values of options before
compiling software systems (see RQ2.2). This may be of particu-
lar interest to developers responsible for compiling software into
packages (i.e., apt, dnf, etc.). For engineers who build performance
models or test the performance of software systems, we show there
are opportunities to decrease the underlying cost of tuning or mea-
suring runtime configurations. We also warn that performance
models may not generalize, depending on the software and the
performance studied (as shown in our study). At this step of the
research, it is hard to anticipate such situations. However we rec-
ommend that practitioners verify the sensitivity of performance
models w.r.t. compile-time options. Our results are also good news
for researchers who build performance models using machine learn-
ing. Many works have experiments with x264 [3, 19, 53] and we
show that for this system the performance is remarkably stable.
xz considered in [37] also enters in this category. That is, there is
no threat to validity w.r.t. compile-time options. To the best of our
knowledge, other systems (nodeJS and poppler) have not been
considered in the literature of configurable systems [44]. Hence we
warn researchers there can be cases for which this threat applies.

Understanding the interplay.Our results suggest that compile-
time options affect specific non-functional properties of software
systems. The cause of this interplay between compile-time and
run-time options is unclear and remains shallow for the authors of
this paper. The results could be related to the system domain, or
the way it processes input data; trying to characterize the software
systems sensitive to compile-time options (i.e., without measuring
their performances) is challenging, but worth looking at. We are
looking forward discussing with developers to know more about
why it appears in these cases, and not for the other software systems
(left as future work).

Other variability factors. Compile-time options are a possible
layer that can affect performance, but not the only one. Could we in
the same way prove the existence of the effect of the operating sys-
tem on software performances? On the hardware level? This paper
is also a way for us to alert researchers to other factors of variabil-
ity beyond software, which may interact with their performance.
We encourage researchers to highlight these factors in their work.
Similarly, the 4 software systems are evolving, with constantly new
commits and features. Then, a question arises naturally: will this
interplay evolve with the software? And if it changes with time
and versions, how to automate the update of our understanding of
these interactions? This is another challenging layer and direction
to explore. In our study design we consider compile-time options
and not the compiler flags. Though there is an overlap, there are
many compile-time options specific to a domain and system. As
future work, we plan to investigate how compiler flags (e.g., −02
and −03 for gcc) relate to run-time configurations. More generally,
the variability of interpreters and virtual machines [25, 32, 55] can
be considered as yet another variability layer [33] on which we
encourage researchers to perform experiments.

6 RELATEDWORK
Machine learning and configurable systems. Machine learning

techniques have been widely considered in the literature to learn
software configuration spaces and non-functional properties of
software product lines [15, 22, 23, 30, 38, 39, 41, 44, 47, 66, 67].
Several works have proposed to predict performance of configu-
rations, with several use-cases in mind for developers and users
of configurable systems: the maintenance and interpretability of
configuration spaces [54], the selection of an optimal configura-
tion [15, 39, 41], the automated specialization of configurable sys-
tems [59], etc. Studies usually support learning models restrictive
to specific static settings (e.g., inputs, hardware, and version) such
that a new prediction model may have to be learned from scratch
or adapted once the environment change. The studies of Valov
et al. [64, 66] suggest that changing the hardware has reasonable
impacts since linear functions are highly accurate when reusing
prediction models. Netflix conducts a large-scale study for compar-
ing the compression performance of x264, x265, and libvpx over
different inputs [1]. However, only two run-time configurations
were considered on a fixed compile-time configuration. Alterations
in software version [16] and changes in operating system [18] have
both shown to cause variation in the results of a neuroimaging
study. Jamshidi et al. [22] conducted an empirical study on four
configurable systems (including x264), varying software configura-
tions and environmental conditions, such as hardware, input, and
software versions. Pereiraet al. [2] and Lesoil et al. [33] empirically
report that inputs can change the performance distributions of a
configurable system (x264). In our study, we purposely fix the hard-
ware and the version in order to isolate the effects of compile-time
options on run time. To the best of our knowledge, our large-scale
study is the first to systematically investigate the effects of compile-
time options on performance of run-time configurations. The use
of transfer learning techniques [23, 30, 38, 66] can be envisioned
to adapt prediction models w.r.t. compile-time options. A key con-
tribution of our study is to show that compile-time options can
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change the rankings of run-time options, thus preventing the reuse
of a model predicting the best run-time configuration.

Input sensitivity. There are works addressing the performance
analysis of software systems [11, 14, 17, 31, 46, 56] depending on dif-
ferent inputs (also called workloads). In our study, we also consider
different inputs when measuring performances. In contrast to our
work, existing studies either consider a limited set of compile-time
and run-time configurations (e.g., only default configurations). It is
also a threat to validity since compile-time options may change the
performance distribution. In response, we perform an in-depth, con-
trolled study of different systems to make it vary in the large, both
in terms of compile-time and run-time configurations as well as
inputs. In our study, we show a huge effect of inputs in the interplay
of compile- and run-time options; for few inputs, the interactions of
the compilation and the execution layers will not change anything,
while for others, it would be a disaster to ignore them.

Compiler optimizations. The problem of choosing which opti-
mizations of a compiler to apply has a long tradition [50]. Since
the mid-1990s, machine-learning-based or evolutionary approaches
have been investigated to explore the configuration space of com-
piler [5, 20, 45, 57, 58, 61, 62]. Such works usually consider a limited
set of run-time configurations in favor of a broad consideration of
inputs (programs). The goal is to understand the cost-effectiveness
of compiler optimizations or to find tuning techniques for specific
inputs and architectures. In contrast, our goal is to understand the
interplay between compile-time options and run-time options, with
possible consequences on the generalization of the configuration
knowledge. As discussed in Section 5, compiler flags are worth
considering in future work in addition to compile-time options.

7 THREATS
Construct validity. While constructing the experimental pro-

tocol and measuring the performances of software systems, we only
kept a subset of all their compile-time and run-time options. The
study we conducted focuses on performance measurements. The
risk was to handle options that have no impact on performance,
letting the results irrelevant. So we drove our selection on options
which documentation gives indications about potential impacts on
performance. The relevance of the input data provided to software
systems during the experiment is crucial. To mitigate this threat we
rely on: performance tests (and the input data they use) developed
and used by nodeJS; widely-used input data sets (xz and x264); a
large and heterogeneous data set of PDF files (poppler).

Internal Validity. Measuring non-functional properties is a
complex process. During this process, the dependencies of the op-
erating system can interact with the software system. For instance,
the version of gcc could alter the way the source code is compiled,
and change our conclusion. To mitigate this threat, we provided
one docker container and fixed the configuration of the operating
system for each subject system. However, and due to the measure-
ment cost, we did not repeat the measurements several times. To
gather measurements, we use the same dedicated server for the
different subject systems. Thus, we can guarantee it was the only
process running. The performances of the software systems can
depend on the hardware they are executed on. To mitigate this
threat we use the same hardware and provided its specifications
for comparison during replications. Another threat to validity is

related to the performances measured per second (e.g., the number
of fps for x264). For fast run-time executions, tiny variations of the
time can induce high variations of the ratio over time. To alleviate
this threat, we make sure the average execution time stays always
greater than one second for all the input. To learn a performance
model and predict which configuration was optimal, we used a ma-
chine learning algorithm in RQ2.2, namely Random Forest. These
algorithms can produce unstable results from one run to the next,
which could be a problem for the results related to this research
question. In order to mitigate this threat, we have kept the average
value over 10 throws.
8 CONCLUSION
Is there an interplay between compile-time and run-time options
when it comes to performance? Our empirical study over 4 config-
urable software showed that two types of systems exist.

In the most favorable case, compile-time options have a linear
effect on the run-time configuration space. We have observed this
phenomenon for two systems and several non-functional properties
(e.g., execution time). There are then opportunities: the configura-
tion knowledge generalizes no matter how the system is compiled;
the performance can be further tuned through the optimisation
of compile-time options and without thinking about the run-time
layer; the selection of a custom compile-time configuration can
reduce the cost of measuring run-time configurations. We have
shown we can improve the run-time performance of these two
systems, at compile-time and at lower cost.

However, our study also showed that there is a subject system for
which there are interactions between run-time and compile-time
options. This challenging case changes the rankings of run-time
performances configurations and the performance distributions.
We have shown we can overcome this problem with a simple per-
formance model using these interactions to outperform the default
compile-time configuration. The fourth subject of our study is in-
between: the compile-time layer strongly interacts with run-time
options only when processing a specific input. For the 9 other inputs
of our experiment, we can take advantage of the linear interplay.
Hence it is possible but rare that there is an interplay between
compile-time options, run-time options, and inputs fed to a system.

Our work calls to further investigate how variability layers inter-
act. We encourage researchers to replicate our study for different
subject systems and application domains.
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